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San Carlos
bicycle ban
to be fought

The fine art o bouncing

San Carlos Bike Coalition
to host open forum on the
proposed ban on campus
By [any Barrett

locations.
"We want to include some
As part of SJSU’s Earth Day bike traffic, but it doesn’t have to
festivities, the San Carlos Bike be open all the time," Charell
Coalition will present an open said.
According to Alan Freeman,
forum in the Student Union
amphitheater to discuss modifi- director of space management
cations proposed by the Campus and facilities planning, San CarPlanning Board regarding SJSU’s los Street will close on May 30. It
will become a pedestrian mall
bicycling policy.
"It will be an open forum to and service road that will be
alert the campus community that closed to all bicycle traffic. Construction and landscape
San Carlos Street is doswork will begin in early
ing to bicycles and
arou rid
July and only construcother motorized vehition vehicles will be
cles," said Marilyn
allowed to use the street.
Charell, AS. director of
Safety factors are the
academic affairs. "We
primary reason for closwant to let people know
cam pus
ing the street to bike-ridwhat’s happening."
Charell said that the
ers.
"The reason is, there are
original plans provided for a
bike route on San Carlos Street numerous intersections along
and this change in policy is an San Carlos Street which present
a possible danger to pedestrians
inconvenience for SJSU bikers.
"We want to work out a rea- and bicyclists," Freeman said.
sonable solution," Charell said. "Making decisions like these is
"If nothing else, there should at never easy. We strongly support
least be a one-year trial period, at alternative transportation, but
less than 4 percent of the SJSU
the minimum."
She suggested limiting the community rides bicycles to camhours that bikers can ride on San pus."
Carlos Street as well as prohibiting biking in some high-traffic
See BIKE BAN. page 6

Spann Daily Staff Writer

Scarce resources
cause cutbacks
in departments
Less equipment, fewer classes results
of long-term budgetary crises; Staff,
faculty overloaded by high demands
By Dhyana Wood

Ceramics classes are more
affordable, said occupational
Departments are making do therapy major Dennis Condo,
with limited resources, but stu- who has taken many ceramics
dents and faculty are shoulder- courses at SJSU. Ceramics coursing much of the burden. Some es charge a $20 fee for use of
departments offer fewer courses kilns, glazes and equipment.
"You just get so much for your
while others have slowly grown
money here," Condo said. "In a
dilapidated.
"Everything is breaking studio outside of school it would
down," said Linda Walsh, associ- be so expensive."
The biology department has
ate chair of fine arts. She cited
old and broken potters’ wheels handled financial constraints by
limiting course sections.
and broken computers
According to biology
as examples of disrearound
chairman Leon Dorosz,
pair around her.
student demand for
"We’re spending a
classes is greater than
lot of time juggling.
available class space.
The faculty are doing
’There’s no question
more. Students as we
,i1f11Ht 14;
about it," Dorosz said
as faculty are stressed
alxntt the department not meetto the max," she said.
Pamela Sharp, interim coor- ing student demand for more
dinator of creative arts courses, courses. "I know we’re not."
The biology department has
said art courses require students
to pay materials fees to cover decided to maintain quality and
expenses. Some classes, such as safety as its top priorities, Dorosz
photography and oil painting, said. The impact has been a cutback in the number of lab seccan get expensive.
Senior art major Jon Caward tions offered over the last couple
said he has spent upwards of of years.
The student-to-faculty ratio in
$300 in supplies this semester.
His supplies include paper, the biology department is 23-topaint, brushes and tools. He said 1 this year. According to Dorosz,
some classes are particularly the university established a highend limit years ago of an 18-1
expensive.
"If you’re a photo major ... ratio for the biology department
they really give it to you,"
See SHORTAGES. page 4
(award said.
Spartan Daily Stan-Writer
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Junior Danny Thompson, self-described "door guy" atThe Spartan
Pub, spends time drawing animated characters between checking

IDs. Thompson says the character he is drawing is part of a story that
he hopes will be made into a book some day.

Earth Day, partying for a planet
Thousands expected to attend SJSU’s two-day environmental jeslival
By Jack Bunting
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

The Environmental Resource
Center is carrying on a 29-year
tradition by sponsoring this
year’s Earth Day celebration.
Information booths, displays, discussions and food concessions
will span the campus this Thursday and Friday.
Earth Day ’94 promotions
coordinator Jennifer Cole said
8,000 people from as far away as
Santa Cruz, Gilroy and Stanford

are expected to turn out for the noon on Friday. Both concerts guards, equipment rental and
event. SJSU has held Earth Day are in the Student I n ion insurance.
Profits from the concert
celebrations since the tradition amphitheater and are free. The
began in 1970.
ERC had planned to fea- would have been used to pay for
Earth Day ’94 was
ture both bands at a next year’s Earth Day celebraplanned by 10 students
nighttime concert and tion.
Environmental studies/pre
and over 200 other stucharge admission, but
dents will be running
because of budget cut- law major and co-coordinator
booths, posting flyers
backs, it could not Jimmy Coleman said when memthe
and acting as security.
afford to pay the many bers of the bands heard the conenvironment fees SJS1: charges to cert was for Earth Day and that
Ska band Skankin
Pickle is scheduled to
hold events in the Event the ERC did not have a lot of
money to work with, they came
perform Thursday at noon and Center.
ska-punk group Let’s Go BowlThe ERC would have had to
- EARTH DAY page 6
ing is scheduled to perform at pas .11most $3,000 for security

Poli-sci hosts first graduation
Individual recognition main mason for department’s ceremonies
By Laurel Anderson
Spartan Daily Stall Writer

The political science department is honoring its graduating
seniors with a department cornmencement ceremony on May
26 for the first time ever,
Erika Moreno is one of many
graduating seniors who will
receive personal recognition for
their accomplishments,
"It’s wonderful," Moreno said.

"I wish they (the political science
department) had done a graduation ceremony before."
Students who will be receiving
their bachelor’s or master’s
degrees in political science have
the opportunity to participate,
The students will be honored
for their academic achievements,
’This is an opportunity for
a real graduation ceremony,"
said Lydia Andrade, assistant

professor of political science.
’People will be recognized it
they are graduating with some
sort of honors or department
awards.
Andrade is involved in putting
the convocation together.
She said, "It’s an opportunit\.
for parents and family to conic
and watch students be honored
See GRADUATION. page 4
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Freshman gymnastics team member ’nig() Barrenechea works on the still rings Tuesday in SPX.
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Scholarships
awarded for
community
activism
By Jack Bunting
Spartin Daitv Sian 1%

The Chicano Latino Faculty
and Staff Association will award
10 scholarships Thursday at a
symposium named after the late
Mexican-American educator and
civil rights activist Ernesto
Galarza.
The staff association’s fundraising effiirts have enabled
more cash awards to be given
this year than ever, said association member and co-coordinator Deanna L Gonzales.
Endowments totaling $5,000
will be shared among the 10
applicants chosen out of 30.
Money for the scholarships came
from donations by area Chi( ano/ Latino organizations, Staff
ssociation dues, and a special
donation by No Alpha Kappa
frateniity.
Applicants were required to
be active in the Chicano/Latino
community, have at least a 2.5
GPA and demonstrate understanding of Galarza’s work and
contributions to their community,. Gonzales said.
According to Gonzales. the
five board members who judged
the applii itits did not have it
See SCHOLARSHIPS. page 4
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Is true justice on the horizon
for rape victims?

Children need role models
not racketeers
youth of this country need good role
The
models. Celebrities and public officials
who appear in the media on television,
radio, in movies and in music are role models,
whether they like it or not.
When these role models are arrested, charged
with or involved in scandal, they send a bad message to our kids.
Last week, a Union City school board member
and community leader was arrested during a routine traffic stop when police found methamphetamine in his pocket and an illegal videotape of
his sexual encounters with four women.
Simon Flores, 42, has been under investigation
for suspected drug trafficking during the last two
years.
Flores was booked on suspicion of using
methamphetamine, drunken driving and secretly taping sexual acts with women.
This is just one example of how a leader in the
community, someone to admire and look up to,
disappoints others by being involved in illegal
activity when he should be setting a good example for everyone to follow.
Last year, rap star Tupac Shakur, voted
NAACP’s man-of-the-year, was arrested in Hollywood for allegedly assaulting a driver who complained that Shakur was using drugs in his limousine. Shakur was arrested for investigation of
assault with a deadly weapon.
These people don’t realize that whether they
like it or not, they are role models to whom people look up, especially when the NAACP awards
someone as man-of-the-year. When someone is
awarded man-of-the-year, assault and.drug use
should not be part of the criteria for winning the
award.
Young people look up to celebrities and public officials. They look up to them and admire
what they do. They want to be like them. We even
hear it in television commercials, "I want to be
especially young peolike Mike." When people
ple see their favorite rap star, athlete, or even
teacher get arrested, they get the notion that this
is not what they want to be. Young people may
even start to believe that whatever their role models do, even if it’s illegal, it’s cool or just something that goes along with being famous.
When America’s role models become victims
of scandals, or even commit suicide, people are
affected by it. Some celebrities don’t believe
they’re role models, but they are, and should be
careful about what type of image they are relaying
to our society and our children.
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JACK BUNTING
Writer’s Forum
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Mainstream media’s buzzwords revealed
Today’s column is written in large part by a
newspaper person in
Las Vegas.
I got his pearls of wisdom
from a column I saw at my
internship. I paraphrased some
of his words to clean up his
politically incorrect language
(he called male homosexuals
"fags" and that was just one of
the loaded words in his original
piece). Without further ado,
here are his media code words.
small, short and
Feisty
often female. If male, one can
also use the word "bantam."
female.
Strident
Flamboyant; confirmed bachmale homosexual.
elor
Longtime companion
homosexual person’s steady
lover.
Controversial s/he did
something bad we can’t prove;
s/he did something we can’t
understand.
An unidentified source
person mentioned in previous
paragraph who asked not to be
quoted.
Omnipresent insufferable.
guilty.
Scandal-plagued
a reporter’s fnend
Source
who works there.
Informed source reads the
newspaper the reporter works
for.
Administrative sources
now hear this!

Btu Ditomumicz
On the Soapbox
Knowledgeable observer
the reporter.
Some observers
the
reporter’s imagination; a group
of reporters, akin to "many
Europeans."
One wag see above. Note:
"Wag" is always singular, never
"man/ wags" or "a group of
wags.
In the wake of after.
reporter lost the
Recently
press release.
Self-styled phony (this definition also applies to self-proself-avowed,
claimed,
unabashed).
Generally acknowledged
Same meaning as in academia,
where this means you’re a philistine if you don’t get it, e.g.,
"Ulysses" is generally acknowledged to be the best novel ever
written in English.
someone who’s
Beloved
been around so long that
nobody can stand them anymore.
see "self-styled."
Guru

reporter’s
Symptomatic
assertion with no evidence, use
with "of a larger trend in society"
should
Embattled s/he
quit.
female, small
Perky
breasts, talkative.
Pertsee "perky."
Should be dead
Venerable
but isn’t.
white male
All-American
kid involved in a crime.
Troubled youth lit something on fire.
Scientistshuman beings;
white people, as in ’Today scientists got their first look at..."
religion with no politCult
ical clout.
headed for
High-flying
plunge.
almost cerFree-wheeling
tainly a crook.
profligate
High-rolling
investor.
don’t bother to
Extremist
take this opinion seriously.
don’t vote for
Extramarital
him.
You have to understand that
these code words operate in
mainstream media. This also
explains why minorities simply
do not trust the mainstream
media.
Bill Drobkiewicz is a Daily
columnist. His column runs every
other Wednesday.

Weddings can be overwhelming
"year of the wedThe
ding," which 1994 has
been proclaimed by
my family and friends, has
begun with wedding bells ringing last weekend and not fading until September.
One of my closest friends got
married at the Santa Clara MisWriter’s Forum
sion on Saturday. I was one of
the bridesmaids in the wedding. The next wedding is in
June.
Another close friend is getting
married and I am a bridesmaid
in that wedding.
My fiance’s sister is also getting married in June (the same
weekend as my friend). My own
wedding is in July but I can’t
relax after that because there
are still two more friends’ weddings to attend, one in August
and one in September.
In the depths of planning
my own wedding, organizing
and attending friends’ showers
and bachelorette parties as well
as attending rehearsal and nine yards. No night in Tahoe
bridesmaids dinners, this "year would suffice. I wanted it all.
There are many details
of the wedding" needs to be
rephrased to "five months of involved with planning a wedding, from major things like
hell!"
Don’t get me wrong; I am where to have the reception to
looking forward to my wedding minor things like deciding the
and I was honored to be cho- jewelry the bridesmaids will
sen to be in my girlfriends’ wear. My wedding is still three
weddings but the stress of plan- months away and it is already
intense.
ning and organizing is unreal.
My entire spring break
Chapel Bells in Tahoe look
really good right about now. revolved around wedding
When I got engaged, I wanted plans. From Monday to Friday I
the white dress and the whole was booked solid with appoint-

DEANA SMITH

I was honored
to be chosen in my
girlfriends’
weddings but the
stress of planning
and organizing is
unreal.’

ments and errands. I met with
my florist, registered at Crate
and Barrel and Macy’s and
shopped for the Mother-of-theBride dress with my mom, of
course.
I also attended the marriagepreparation classes the Catholic
church requires of each couple
before getting married and had
my hair and makeup done as a
trial before the wedding. These
were just half of the activities of
that week.
It never stops. As each week
goes by, more things come up
that need attention with one
wedding or another. Almost all
my weekends until the middle
of June are filled with some
wedding-related activity.
Graduating in May, looking
for a job, taking 16 units and
writing for the SPARTAN DAILY
aren’t helping with my stress.
All these activities are making
me rethink my decision about
not eloping.
Not having to plan my own
wedding could have relieved a
lot of stress. I still haven’t decided if all this stress is worth it.
I won’t know until I walk
down the aisle in July with both
my parents by my side. That
day I have been planning for a
year and a half hopefully will
meet my expectations and I
won’t regret not getting
hitched in Tahoe.
Deana Smith is a
Daily staff writer

sentencing of serial rapist Leo Anthony
The
Goodloe to 43 years without possibility of
parole almost two weeks ago is definitely
cause for celebration.
One of his most recent assaults caused not only
his final capture, but reflects the start of a trend our
society needs: harsh sentencing for rapists.
All too often, the judicial system sends the message that victims of rape, especially women, are second-class citizens.
By early paroling and plea bargaining, many
rapists escape paying the full price for what they’ve
done or are set free altogether, establishing that violating someone via violence in the U.S. is serious,
but not very serious.
In the case of Goodloe, many of his victims were
prostitutes and crack addicts. Not only did many of
them refuse to testify, others offered inconsistent testimony. Police either did not take the reports seriously or could not draw enough evidence from the
victims to legally build a case against the man who
used of all things his pet poodle and a Bible to
lure victims.

’Justice has been denied rape
victims since time began. The
American judicial system
should stop the trend ...’
Factors like these allowed Goodloe to spend considerably less time in jail for his nine other felony
charges. Many other times he was able to escape
prosecution altogether, although investigators
believe he attacked women virtually on a daily basis
over the last 37 years.
His victims were denied justice as the system
ignored them.
This time one of Goodloe’s victims stepped forward to testify against him. The assault was so severe
that the self-professed ’butcher’ will be 99 years old
when he gets out of the stammer.
A few other factors helped put this sociopath
away. Alameda County Deputy District Attorney
Morris Jacobson refused to plea bargain with
loe’s attorney.
Alameda County Superior Court Judge Carol
Corrigan handed down the maximum sentence.
It’s about bloody time there exists a prosecutor
who will not plea bargain and a judge who doesn’t
mind throwing the book, major league style, at
someone who really deserves it. We need more
power-position public servants like them.
Justice has been denied to rape victims since time
began. The American judicial system should stop
the trend, but it has helped it continue by being too
lenient on rapists.
If previous judges and prosecutors would have
been as unrelenting in their pursuit of retribution as
Corrigan and Jacobson were, hundreds of women
could have been spared Goodloe’s insanity.
Our judicial system owes it to past, present and
future rape victims to not only punish offenders
severely, but to get them the hell off the streets.
Jack Bunting is a Daily staff writer

Forum Page Policies
The SPARTAN DAILY provides a daily Forum to promote a "marketplace of ideas." Contributions to the
page are encouraged from students, staff, faculty and
others who are interested in the university at large.
Any letter or column for the forum page must be
turned in to Letters to the Editor’s box in the SPARTAN DAILY newsroom, Dwight Bente! Hall 209, or to
the information booth in the Student Union.
Articles may also be mailed to the Forum Editor,
The SPARTAN DAILY, School ofJounialism and Mass
Communications, San Jose State University, One
Washington Square, San Jose, CA 95192. Fax articles
to (408) 924-3282.
Articles and letters MUST contain the author’s
name, address, phone number, signature and major.
Contributions must be typed or submitted on a
3.5- inch computer disk using Microsoft Word on
the Macintosh. Always bring a printout of your submission.
Submissions become the property of the SPARTAN
DAILY and will be edited for clarity, grammar, libel
and length.
Categories available to non-DAILY staff members
are:
Campus Viewpoint: 300 to 500 word essays on
current campus, political or personal issues. Submissions should be well researched.
Letters to the Editor: Up to 200 words responding to a certain issue or point of view. If they are
longer, they may edited for length.
Other articles appearing on this page are:
Reporters or Editor’s forum:
Opinion pieces written by the staff writers or editors which do not necessarily reflect the majority
views of the SPARTAN DAILY, the School ofJounialism
and Mass Communications or SJSU. Reporters are
prohibited from writing opinions on issues they have
covered for news stories.
Staff Editorialp. These are unsigned opinion
pieces that express the majority opinion of the editorial board of the SPARTAIS DAILY.
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SpartaGuide
The San Jose State calendar

Today
ASSOCIATED STUDENTS PROGRAM BOARD: Wednesday
Night Cinema-"The Pelican
Brief," 7:30p.m., SU Ballroom.
Call 924-6261
DEPARTMENT OF BIOLOGICAL
SCIENCES: Seminar, I :30p.m.,
DH 135. Call 924-4900
EARTH DAY PLANNING COMMITTEE: Earth Day 1994 celebration, 10a.m.-2p.m., Art Quad,
Amphitheatre, SU. Call 9245467
FANTASY/STRATEGY
CLUB:
Meeting, 5p.m., Guadalupe
Room, SU
FINANCIAL
MANAGEMENT
ASSOCIATION: Meeting with
representatives from Wells
Fargo Bank, 4:45-6p.m., BC
015. Call 452-1108
Mu ALPHA GAMMA: Luncheon
tickets on sale for Magazine
Day, DBH, next to glass case.
Call Pat, Cindy or Carolina
924-3280
DEPARTMENT OF POLITICAL
SCIENCE: Sacramento Trip. Call
924-5550

Thursday
BOTANY CLUB: Earth Day Plant
Sale, 7a.m.-noon, DH Lobby.
Call 429-9306
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT: Co-op Orientation,
12:30p.m., Almaden Room, SU.
Call Career Resource Center
924-6033
CHICANO/LATINO FACULTY &
STAFF
ASSOCIATION: Dr.
Ernesto Galarza Symposium
and Scholarship Awards Ceremony, 5:30p.m., Faculty/Staff
Cafeteria (University Room).
Call Lou Holscher 924-2948
CHICANO LIBRARY RESOURCE

CENTER:Poetry Reading by
Roberto Duran, noon-lp.m.,
WLN 307. Call 924-2707.
EARTH DAY PLANNING COMMITTEE: Earth Day 1994 Celebration, 10a.m.-2p.m., SU, Art
Quad,
Ampitheatre.
Call
924-5467
GAY AND LESBIAN STUDENT
ALLIANCE:: Pride Week - Information and Resources, 4:305:30p.m., Guadalupe Room,
SU. Call 236-2002
HEALTH EDUCATION DEPARTMENT: Environmental Health:
The Effects of Pollution of Air,
Water and Soil on Health Status,
noon- 1 p.m., Health Building
208
HISPANIC BUSINESS ASSOCIATION:
General
Meeting,
5:30p.m., Costanoan Room, SU.
Call Lourdes 265-3465
INDIA STUDENTS ASSOCIATION:
General Body Meeting, 2p.m.
by the fountain across from Science Bldg. Call 279-6925
MU ALPHA GAMMA: Luncheon
tickets on sale for Magazine
Day, DBH, next to glass case.
Call Pat, Cindy or Carolina
924-3280
DEPARTMENT OF METEOROLOGY: Meteorology Seminar
Series-Implementation of PC
Grids for instructional applications in weather forecasting and
analysis, noon, DH 615
SCTA: District Policies Program with Tom Nanomura,
12:15-1:15p.m., SH 332
SOCIETY OF PROFESSIONAL
JOURNALLSTS: Weekly MeetingFall Officers Nominations,
noon, Spartan Daily Conference
Room. Call Dave Grey
924-3266
UNIVERSITY DANCE THEATRE:
The Listening Hour-Bulgarian
Folk Songs, 12:30-1:15p.m.,
Music Bldg Concert Hall 176.
Call 924-4631

California faces shrinking water supply,
higher costs, uncertain safety standards
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)
Californians face a murky future
when it comes to drinking water
lower quantities, higher
prices, and bitter debates over
safety.
Environmentalists say 3.7 million state residents currently
drink water from systems that fail
to meet federal safety minimums, and warn new discoveries
suggest even "safe" water may
cause illness.
State officials put the out-ofcompliance figure at a million or
fewer.
And they say the cost of
upgrading those systems is prohibitive.
The issue of public health vs.
cost is at the core of arguments
over the Safe Drinking Water
Act, which Congress is set to consider extending this week.
Dr. Robert Morris, an epidemiologist at the Medical College of Wisconsin, told a state
water quality conference in San
Francisco that new research suggests the water supply may be
more dangerous that previously
thought.
A U.S. Centers for Disease
Control study estimates that
water contamination sickens. 1.7
million people per year across
the country, he said.
Morris has studied the
microorganism that killed 104
people and sent 40,000 to hospitals in Milwaukee last year and

Typour

is

trademark ot I ttl.,11

Other chemicals are also
he said the epidtma was no is( .being linked to the disease
lated incident.
"Milwaukee is a clear sign that even federally acceptable arsenic
we don’t have enough of a safety levels may be increasing cancer
margin in our drinking water cases, Morris said.
And more chemicals are
standards," said Morris. "We
need to do more to protect our entering the environment every
public health unless we want to day.
Greg Karras, of Citizens for a
wait for the next Milwaukee to
Better Environment, said recent
happen."
studies found
Mai(iii gallthe gasoline
isms air liot the
additive MTBE
ilk ’form sciso new it
entists ate find- ’The water industry
hasn’t
been
ing Iii our wait.’
examined by
Studies of
should get off its
water quality
cancer patterns
butt and begin
officials
around
the
spreads rapidly
country suggest
preventing
in groundwater
that chloi int
pollution.’
if it leaks from
added to pm iN
Greg Karras underground
the water is
a Better Environment
service station
breaking dowit
tanks.
into carcino"The water
gens. In one
industry should
study, bladder
cancer was 220
get off its butt
and begin prepercent more
venting polliifrequent in customers of chlorinated water sys- tion," he said.
But Dr. Lance Barnett, intertems.
Much of California was bright im director of California’s
red on Morris’ U.S. tracking Department of Consumer
map, indicating higher-than-nor- Affairs, worried that trying to
eliminate every potential health
mal bladder cancer rates.
Switching to bottled water threat in the water system would
won’t protect from the chlorine, be ruinously expensive.
Even the current versions of
he warned.
"Inhalation may give you six the Safe Water Drinking Act
times the exposure as drinking which health advocates and environmentalists criticize as weak
it," said Morris.
t,,,

will place a heavy burden on
ratepayers, he said.
"The big issue is cost,’ he said.
"Estimates by the Department of
Health Services say the cost of
compliance would go from $72
to about $660 per household per
year."
Dave Spath of Health Services
says many smaller water systems
can’t come up with the money to
meet current federal standards,
never mind tougher rules.
Pete Rogers, former state
water quality director and Gov.
Wilson s representative to a
national environmental forum
on water, said one system
in Humboldt County was under
orders to build a $700,000
filtration plant for only 20
homes.
"I think the issue is how much
risk we can afford to eliminate,"
said Rogers. For example, reducing radon a possible carcinogen in water by only 3 to 5
percent would cost California up
to $3 billion, he said.
Environmentalists say focusing
on cost will kill more Americans.
One cost-reducing version of
the Safe Water Drinking Act
before Congress would double
the number of people exempted
from federal water quality standards, said Bruce Livingston, California Director for Clean Water
Action.
"That’s unacceptable," he
said.

in

our workload just got
a little hahter.

SpartaGuide is available to SJSU students, acuity and staff organizations
for free. Deadline is 5 p.m., twa days befiire publication. Forms are available at the Spartan Daily, DBH 209. Limited space may force reducing
the number of entries

Split may endanger
Arnolds’ projects
LOS ANGELES (AP)
Roseanne and Tom Arnold’s
split is far more than personal:
the couple also represent a miniempire whose breakup could
affect two TV networks, several
series and movie projects.
"There’s going to be plenty of
Bromoseltzer going around at
the networks and the syndication companies," Bishop Cheen,
industry analyst with Carmelbased Paul Kagen Associates,
said Tuesday.
Mrs. Arnold filed for divorce
Monday and obtained a restraining order against her husband
of four years. She said in court
papers she fears violence from
him and wants to avoid "battered wife syndrome mentality."
"Throughout our marriage
the respondent hit me, struck
me, has thrown objects at me,
pinched me and verbally abused
me," she said in filing for a
restraining order.
Meanwhile, Tom Arnold has
remained silent.
He reportedly has been told
by his lawyers not to discuss the
split or risk losing financially
when settlements are reached
later, a source close to the
Arnolds told The Associated
Press on Tuesday.
Roseanne Arnold has threatened to cut off money to exspouses before, the source said.
First husband Bill Pentland,
in his settlement to get payments
from the actress, agreed not to
discuss their marriage or reveal
personal details about their relationship, the source said, adding
such an arrangement was likely
in the latest breakup.
Her divorce filing followed a
blowup Friday between the couple on the set of "Roseanne,"
which has completed filming for
the season.
Mrs. Arnold flew off to

Europe for a reported threemonth trip; Arnold is in Los
Angeles completing work on the
four remaining episodes of his
CBS sitcom "Tom." He was on
the set Tuesday.
The separated Arnolds
remain intertwined in business.
He is executive producer of her
show; she has that title on his.
They have other TV and movie
projects in the works with their
Wapello County company.
Last year, they signed a development deal with Warner Bros.
to produce several comedy
series.
There are immediate loose
ends: although Carsey-Werner
Co.,
which
produces
"Roseanne," said it has struck a
deal with ABC for a new contract through 1996-97, the
Arnolds claimed they had not
been consulted.
Will the fabric of their business relationship withstand their
marital woes? And will Mrs.
Arnold, who has repeatedly
referred to her own emotional
fragility, be able to withstand the
stress of divorce?
Some compared the couple’s
situation to that of Lucille Ball
and Desi Arnaz, who produced
TV shows together after "I Love
Lucy" and until their 1960
divorce.
"Desi, in terms of the business, was far more important,"
said David Golden, an entertainment attorney. ’But Roseanne is
the heir-apparent to the comedy
crown that Lucy had in the
1950s.
"Creatively, where the company will go will be guided by her.
How the loss of her life partner
will affect her mentally will have
a business impact," Colden said.
"But that’s true of any divorce."
Ball went on to a successful
solo career, he noted.
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At 4.5 lbs., Canon’s Typestari" 1(1 and 220 may

.A be lightweight, but they’re hea \

eightsii

the world of portable typewriters.
They print crisp, clean charak-tas sure to
impress the most demanding professors.
And they have automatic features
like word and character delete,
underlining and centering to make
it easier to create better looking
iretat
papers. On the Typestar 220, there’s

It

even a built-in spell checker/corrector so you don’t
have to drag along a dictionary.
What’s more, their non -impact printing lets
you take them to quiet places such as the library.
And because they can also run on batteries, you
can even take them to the park.
To find out where you can
pick up a Typestar personal
typewriter of your own, call
1-800-4321-11OP.
rviirstur 221)

Canon
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Graduation
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getting out of here, they’re
’There are 900 undergradu- going on and doing good things.
ate majors. On the average, But it’s not as great as it could
every class is fuller than it should be," he said.
Walsh also focused on positive
be," he said.
Over the past three years. aspects of the current budget
Dorosz estimated that funding morass.
’The good will among faculty
was down 20 percent. As a result,
all of the faculty are doing more is the best I’ve ever seen since I
work. According to Doro&., the came here in 1979. Professors
biology department has had to are putting aside petty squabmake very careful use of funds bles; they’re looking at the larger picture," she said. ’They’re
for purchasing.
"We’re not able to get any- trying to find solutions that
thing that is specialized, that cause the least harm to the proonly serves a few students," he gram and their students."
Walsh also said teachers try to
said.
Dorosz stressed the ability of offer students less expensive
the department to still provide a alternatives in their artwork.
’They can’t cut too many corgood quality education.
’There’s really good educa- ners, most of the teachers try,"
tion going on. Our students are senior art major Caward said.

mantic Getaway
Weekend
Special
$ 59 ?R?om oTax
large In-room Jacuzzi
.Free Hot Breakfast -VCR
Arena Hotel
817 The Alameda ,San Jose
(408)294-6500
Valley Park Hotel
2404 Stevens Creek Blvd, San Jose
(408)293-5000
FREE PARKING

and congratulated by the
department."
The main difference between
the political science department’s ceremony and SJSU’s
graduation is recognition.
Students participating in the
SJSU graduation ceremony do
not receive individual recognition.
They stand up with their college.
"That’s exactly why students
wanted to do this," Andrade
said. "Several of our seniors
figured out that that’s not

very fun so we decided to
do something together."
"It’s more personal than the
San Jose State graduation,"
Moreno said. it’s better for families."
The ceremony starts at 7 p.m.
in the Student Union Ballroom
with a reception following.
Students who want to participate must sign up by May 2 in
the political science department
office, Business Tower building,
Room 450.
The ceremony is free for
graduating students and $5 for
guests.

Daltrey plans tour
NEW YORK (AP) - Hope I
die before I get old? Not Roger
Daltrey.
The 50-year-old former
member of the Who said
Tuesday he will hit the road
this summer with the "Daltrey
Sings Townshend" show he premiered at Carnegie Hall last
February.
The tour will feature
Who bassist John Entwistle
other
dates;
on
some
Ringo
musicians
include
Starr’s son Zak Starkey,
Pete Town shend ’s brother

Simon, Guy Fletcher of
symand
Straits,
Dire
phony orchestras from each
host city.
The tour will include concerts
in Atlanta, Los Angeles, San
Diego, Milwaukee, Chicago,
Cleveland, Indianapolis, Columbus, Detroit, Boston, San Francisco and Fort Lauderdale, Daltrey said.
A live album of the two
Carnegie Hall shows, featuring
performances by Daltrey, Townshend, Entwistle and guest stars,
will be released in June

Problem Skin? We can help.
Free

Consultation with this Ad
Acne and Scar
Treatment Center
Fast Results-No Drugs

Expires 5/31194 not good with an) other offer. $5900 per sighs if-

Affordable

408-257-5481
La Rose Skin Care
Cupertino Medical & Professional Cente
10311 S. De Anz.a Blvd. #4
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Come Raise A Jar At Paddy’s
Downtown’s Friendliest Pub

Oakridge Mall 224- 5900
10 minutes from campus on lightrail

Vallco Mall 257-3500

On Tap at Paddy’s:
4 New t’astle Prcnun .:41c
intiness

Paddy’s is downtown’s newest phice forfun
and food. Enjoy great tasting food at
affordaik col4e prices whik relaxing and
unwinding in our pool room & lounge with
a bj screen Pt) for aff sporting events.
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Anchor Steam
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By Appointment Only
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661 went from house to house, getting any food or
clothes they would give me. Then I handed it all
out to any needy people in the neighborhood."
Salisbury, MD
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CONTINUING

EDUCATION

Additional Summer Courses
’the following courses were not listed in the Summer 1994 Schedule (f (.lasses.
COURSE

SECTION

CODE

TITLE

THREE-WEEK SESSION WAY 31.JUNE

SIX-WEEK SESSION (MAY 37
I
I

oho)

JULY 8,

UNITS

DAY

3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
OM

EEC
EEC
ACT
LB
ACT

R
MTSII
MESH
5115 1)
MTWR

3.0 SEM
3.0 SEM

MTW
MTWR

1130-1335
1330-1505

ME
51I1 425

WEGHALTER
fl R1SACRER

8450.00
8450 00

0.0 Ld4

T

1030-1330

ENG 150

SICELAR

$220.00

3.0 EEC
30 TEC

MTWR
MTWR

091 51050
1050-1205

ART 133
DII 415

S BYRD

8450.00
8450 00

3.11
3))
00
3(4
i0

TB
%MAR
tics
M’S
MISR

1800-2110
190442035

RE 309
E5(1490

’SASS! NAAR
D REED \
II 14.111 \
A REGA1
M RI1.1.113

845000
$300.00
$220.00
8450.00
8450.00

ROOM

INSTRUCTOR

FEE

17, 1994)

PREIIIST- MED1ENA I.
ART SINCE 1945
MAT A PROCESSES
I ’sit RADTA PROD
5CTIVIT1

111 P 1(I09,
Si 5Th 11111

TIME

$ till
$450
$480
$500
$160

ART 133
ART 133
IS 219
Mill 124
KM 117

110
00
00
00
00

1994)

WRIT156 WRKSIIP
151I Ills I6EDM

NINE. WEEK SESSION (MAY 3? JULY 29. 1994)
IMMiltTokl
190
00523
2

SIx.WEEK SESSION (JUNE 20-JULY 29, 199.1)
TRIO 010 1
0III 5.1 11(1111 1
Sic WEEK SESSION
III
14i% 1
31P1 220 I
0 3111 220 I 1
I
IA(01 1Ill
MATH 1335 1

00143
00;

ART PPREEIATIO \
GE\ OEM

(JULY II AUGUST 19, 1994)
I#I4l
INTER \ TI. VAT \ G
002- 00
COMP SOFT4R1.1.111
012-0 I
I 3 HI/NATI/RA
110;00
I RITIEAL T111\11\10
01;00S
ORD DIFF EQ

SEM
SEM
1..4/4
SEM
SEM

ERA
1330.1640
0915-1050

BC 215
MO 521

SACRAMENTO (AP) - Former state Sen. Paul Carpenter is
being held without bail in Costa
Rica pending an extradition
hearing, a federal prosecutor
said Tuesday.
"Our latest word is he has
been detained without bail as we
U.S. Attorney
requested,"
Charles Stevens said at a news
conference.
"We have no reason to believe
him."
they will
Carpenter, who fled the country to avoid a prison sentence for
participating in a bribery
scheme, was arrested last Thursday by police in San Jose, the
Costa Rican capital.
Carpenter is scheduled to
have an extradition hearing within 30 days, Stevens said. Carpenter said in a jail house interview
that he would fight extradition
to California
Stevens said U.S. officials want
Carpenter held without bail
because of concern that he
might flee or be more deter-

avoid extradition if
released.
"Historically, people who are
sitting in jail do not have the
same incentive to drag things
out (as they would if they’re) on
the beach drinking margaritas,"
he said.
Stevens said American officials should be able to extradite
Carpenter. "It’s an extraditable
offense," he said.
But he said he had some concern that Costa Rican officials
"may not play ball with us"
because of possible resentment
over a U.S. Supreme Court ruling that said U.S. authorities can
seize defendants without going
through an extradition process.
Richard Ross, the agent in
charge of the FBI’s Sacramento
office, said sources in Costa Rica
led investigators to Carpenter,
who was arrested outside a condominium where he was staying.
Carpenter missed court hearings in 1992, saying he was in
Costa Rica mountain climbing.
mined to

Artist needs big MacBucks for
Madonna and Cheeseburgers

-Jack Powell
Jack Powell is one of the little answers to the big problems facing every
community in America. And because there are more people than
problems, things will get done. All you have to do is something.
Do anything.

about them," he said.
Reyes also said Chavez was
more listened to by the establishment because he pushed for
change in the 1960s, a time
when civil rights issues had just
started to be taken seriously by
policy makers. Galarza’s work
for farm workers’ rights began
thirty years before.
Gonzales said Galarza is an
important role model for Chicano/Latino students.
"He took the time to work for
his community by writing books
and essays, teaching (that) the
ticket to success is education.
Today, students need to keep
going back to that idea because
education is still the ticket to
success," she said.
Galarza, whose family migrated to Sacramento in 1913 from
Mexico, worked as a field and
cannery worker before attending Occidental College on a
scholarship in 1923. At college,
he was on the debate team,
school newspaper and did field
work in Mexico before graduating Phi Beta Kappa in 1927.
He earned his master’s
degree in Latin American history and political science from
Stanford two years later and
went on to earn a Ph.D. from
Columbia University. In later
years Galarza was awarded laureate honors from Harvard, UC
Santa Cruz, UC San Diego and
SJSU.
"Everyone has it in them to
accomplish their goals, but they
have to learn through education
how to reach those goals," Gonzales said.

Former Senator being held
without bail in Costa Rica

After

Graduating Seniors
Get a New Look For Your New Career

easy. Most of the essays submitted with applications were three
times as long as required. This
illustrates extra initiative on the
part of applicants, she said.
"We were up until 1 a.m. the
night before (they decided the
winners). For me it was difficult
because they are all deserving,"
she said.
Gonzales said knowing about
the work of former San Jose resident Ernesto Galarza is just as
important as knowing who
Cesar Chavez is, yet many know
only of Chavez as a major Mexican-American contributor.
Galarza fought for better
migrant farm worker conditions
from the 1930s through the 50s
and went on to push for bilingual education in California
schools until his death in 1984.
Besides teaching the value of
an education, the activist also
stressed loyalty to one’s family
and remembering one’s roots.
Galarza lived in Washington,
D.C. for 11 years working on
government committees and
organizations that attempted to
broaden the rights of California
farm workers. Many of these
workers were white and black as
well as Mexican-American.
Chicano/Latino Faculty and
Staff Association president Gabe
Reyes said one reason many
people may not know about
Galarza is that important Mexican-Americans are overlooked
in the history curriculum of U.S.
schools.
"If they don’t teach about
them, (students) won’t hear

other courses may he arallable. Consult departments and colleges for extra courses or sections opened, or check
.rmir spring class schedule for how to search in touchstone for extra course listings.

LOS ANGELES (AP) - A overheard a man in a club brag$25,000 reward would be a bar- ging about having a funny postgain for a Titian or a Tin toretto. Renaissance Madonna and
For a Madonna and cheeseburg- burgers.
When she mentioned a barers, it’s a whopper.
Robert Reynolds, a downtown becue at her loft, Brian Walsh
loft artist, learned the lesson Linder gave his name and
after he offered the money in phone number in hopes of
frustration for return of his being invited, said Domela, 26.
"MacMadonna," stolen last year She misplaced the Slip of paper
from display at Al’s Bar on until about two weeks ago, she
said.
Hewitt Street
The 36-by-40-inch painting
Linder, 31, of West Los Angedepicts a Madonna praying over les, is scheduled to appear May 5
cheeseburgers. The artist, 51, in Los Angeles Municipal Court
said he conceived it as the cen- on a grand theft charge.
terpiece of a series on hamburg- Reynolds, meanwhile, can’t sell
ers as modern icons.
his hamburger series to raise
A tipster last week helped cash because authorities are
police recover the painting and holding on to the MacMadonna
arrest a man accused of stealing as evidence.
it. Now Reynolds has to come up
Domela said she intended to
with $25,000 for an artwork val- pay bills of her own with the
reward.
ued at $4,000.
Detective Bill Martin, a stolen
"Frankly, I never expected to
see the painting again," painting specialist, said rewards
Reynolds said. He boi rowed are seldom a factor in solving
money from his sister to pay a the 150 or so painting thefts that
$750 installment and hopes to Los Angeles police handle each
pay the tipster the rest in $250 year.
increments.
"Obviously you shouldn’t put
The painting disappeared up a reward that is more than a
from the downtown hangout painting is worth," Martin said.
Nov. 1. Nobody saw it leave the
Good advice, said Reynolds.
building, so Reynolds placed an
"The $25,000 figure just
ad in an art publication offering popped into my head," he said.
Since then I’ve seen murder
a $500 reward. When that didn t
work, he jumped it to $25,000.
case rewards that are $250 or so.
Enter Laura Domela, a pho- Next time I won’t go crazy with
tographer and painter, who the reward."
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Sports
Rumors abound about
SJSU’s status with WAC
SPARTAN DAILY

San losk State University

You can pick your
friends. You can pick
your brain.But you can’t
pick your friend’s brain.

READ THE FORUM PAGE.

Speculation rampant on whether Spartans will switch athletic
conferences as part of Western Athletic Conference expansion bid
Spartan Daily Staff
and Wire Report
While rumors and speculation
abound regarding SJSU’s possible
entrance into the Western Athletic Conference, no official answers
were available Tuesday.
"Today, there was considerable speculation and discussion
concerning expansion by the
Western Athletic Conference,"
SJSU Sports Information Director Lawrence Fan said. "SJSU is
one of the schools being discussed as a possible member for
future membership."
Though nothing official has
come out, that hasn’t stopped
speculation regarding the WAC’s
proposed expansion or the selection of a new conference commissioner.
According to an artide in Tilesday’s SALT LAKE TRIBUNE, SJSU
could join the conference after
Karl Benson is officially named
the WAC’s new commissioner.
Benson, 42, was commissioner
of the Mid-America Conference.
He supposedly beat out Big Sky

Conference commissioner Ron
Stephenson and Sun Belt commissioner Ron Thomas to
become the WAC’s new chief.
According to a WAC press
release, retiring commissioner
Joe Kearney will announce his
replacement during a teleconference at noon today.
SJSU had yet to receive an official invitation to join the WAC as
of press time Tuesday evening.
According to sources on the
Texas Christian University DAILY
SKIFF, a press release the SKIFF
received from the sports information office at Brigham Young University "basically confirms" the six
schools
including SJSU
being added to the WAC. However, the DAILY was neither able to
confirm nor deny this report.
The TRIBUNE reported the
conference would expand to 16
teams in 1996 with the addition
of SJSU, Southern Methodist,
Texan Christian, Rice, UNLV
and Tulsa. The Spartans would
not play in the WAC until 1996.
The WAC President’s Council

met in Salt Lake City last weekend
to work out details on the expansion, the TRIBUNE reported.
According to Tuesday’s DAUAS
MORNING NFIWS, nine of the 10
members of the WAC President’s
Council met and discussed expansion and interviewed the three
commissioner hopefuls.
"I think it’s done," the MORNING NEWS reported an official
close to negotiations as saying.
Benson’s work early on won’t
be easy; out-going WAC commissioner Kearney recently struck a
deal with ESPN and the Prime
Sports network to televise WAC
football, with a division championship playoff a key ingredient,
the TRIBUNE reported.
The 16-team conference
would then be divided into two
divisions, the Tribune reported.
Wyoming, Colorado State, Air
Force, Tulsa, TCU, Southern
Methodist University, Rice and
Texas-El Paso would be in the
east. Utah, Brigham Young, Fresno State, San Diego State University, Hawaii, New Mexico,

UNLV and SJSU would round
out the West.
The inclusion of UNLV, long
considered a WAC prospect, the
TRIBUNE reported, and SJSU,
once considered a package with
Fresno State, could bring about
the demise of Big West Conference football.
The Big West would then be
left with Utah State, Nevada, New
Mexico State and Pacific in the
west, along with Northern Illinois,
Arkansas
State,
Southwest
Louisiana and Louisiana Tech.
If SMU, TCU and Rice join the
WAC, the Southwest Conference
would be left with the University of
Houston, which has expressed no
interest in ,joining the WAC, the
MORNENG NE:WS reported.
The WAC has yet to invite any
of the six schools, but four officials familiar with the discussions
say the schools’ presidents are
ready for expansion, the MORNING NEWS reported.
The Associated Press, The Salt
Lake Tribune and The Dallas Morning News contributed to this report.
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Tennis team eager to compete in post-season play
has affected her playing. However,
it hasn’t stopped her from practicing and participating in the
matches. According to Nguyen,
she is a good all-around player,
especially at the baseline. She is
also very aggressive at the net.
Aimee Lam is the only freshman in the singles lineup for the
tournament. Lam is excited
because she is ranked second
among number six singles players in the conference.
"I’m not nervous. I’m really
excited," Lam said. "I want to
watch it and experience it. I’ve
really learned a lot from the
coach and Heidi and other
teammates."
Of the 12-member team.
eight players are going to Ojai.
Not all of them will play, but
Nguyen is bringing some of
them to reward them for theit
work this season.
SJSU took second place in the
women’s Big West Tennis Tournament in 1985. It has come
close to first in previous years,
but has never won. SJSU does
not normally play most of the
teams that it will compete against
in Ojai. Nguyen said it will be a
big lemon for the team to learn.
’We do have an exciting team. I
think the girls do a lot bettei whet
people are there to cheer them
on. They get more hyped up at
the home games." Nguyen said.

HEALD-1-MEX

More fun than
tossing a dead
octopus on the ice.

Numenc & Alphanurne,
Great Mamie Products
Value -Added ServtLe,

ment She is new to the team this
year and is ranked in eigthall
number No. 4-seeded players in
the conference
"It’s been a tough season. I’m
sad and glad that it is over, but
Ojai is definitely the best part,"
Gallegos said. "We’re not nervous, but we need to work more
on our mental training."
The team is focusing on
patience and timing in its pretournament practices. Nguyen
said the team players go for shots
at the wrong times and are impatient because they lack experience and mental conditioning.
She added that the team will
concentrate more on mental
training. but it is up to each individual to strengthen that. The
team watches video tapes that
teach methods to increase mental strength.
Out of the top seven players,
six are new to the team this year.
Nguyen, who has been coaching
the team for two years, said last
year’s team was very weak. The
players weren’t very experienced
because she had to recruit many
of them from human performance classes. She added that
they’re a lot stronger this year.
’The team is really together
and they work very hard. The
girls cheer for each other. Their
spirits are there," Nguyen said.
Gallegos, the team’s strongest
player, has a lung infection that
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By Alex Betancourt
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
The SJSU women’s tennis team
faces tough competition in the
upcoming Big West Tennis Championship, held in Ojai today.
The Spartans will play 11
teams. The first will be New Mexico State University, which is one of
the top teams in the conference.
"It’s going to be really tough
competition," women’s tennis
Anh
coach
Dao Nguyen
said. "A lot of
the teams are
really strong.
Women’s Tennis
haven t
We
Championships
beaten any of
the teams that
we’ll be playing against at Big
West."
The women’s tennis team finished the season 7-16. The squad
played and lost to three of the
teams it will compete against in
the tournament. Nguyen said it
has been a long season, but the
team is looking forward to Big
West Championships.
"We’re not really nervous. I
tell the team not to be (nervous)
because we only have one way to
go. We really have nothing to
lose," Nguyen said. "We’re a very
new team."
Team member Heidi Gallegos, who Nguyen says has the
greatest potential on the team, is
looking forward to the tourna-
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Spartan women’s tennis coach Anh-Dao Nguyen gives team member Laura Rodden some pointers during the
mPtch against UC Santa Cruz Thursday at Spartan Courts at South Campus.
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Who will pay King’s attorneys
remains an uncertainty

Bike Ban
From page 1

A
LOS ANGELES (AP)
niall army of attorneys worked
to win Rodney King’s $3.8 million civil damage award, and all
of them remain to be compensated. But no one is saying just
vet who will pay them, or how
much they’ll receive.
Legal experts suggested that
lawyers may get paid twice
once by King and once by the
defendants found liable.
In police brutality cases, attorneys may apply to the judge at
trial’s end to have the
defendants pay their fees

and court costs, said attorney
Royal F. Oakes, who has been
observing the trial as a legal
commentator.
However, they also may have a
private contingency agreement
for King to pay them anywhere
from a third to half of his award.
King had four lawyers at the
counsel table plus a number of
others behind the scenes.
Added into the equation is the
role of attorney Steven Lerman,
who represented King for more
than a year after the March 3,
1991, beating.

STUDENT TRAVEL

On Monday, the Academic
Senate approved a resolution
that asks SJSU Presidentl Handel Evans not to enact the modifications suggested by the Campus Planning Board. They recommended that a comprehensive traffic and parking plan that
takes the San Carlos Street closure into consideration be produced.
The Academic Senate cited
liability concerns and campus
safety as compelling reasons to
create a comprehensive plan
that covers all vehicles, motorized or not, moving on campus.
The Senate believes an allencompassing plan would eliminate any confusion while reflect-

ing the special needs of transport modes used by disabled students and employees, without
appearing arbitrary.
Unanimously approved, the
Senate’s proposal recommends
that the University not appear
indifferent to the importance of
alternative transportation.
Jo-Ann Collins, bicycle coordinator for the City of San Jose,
said that San Carlos Street
should be open to bicycle traffic.
"I’m in favor of it because
we’d like to see automobile trips
decline in the downtown area,"
Collins said. "There’s a lot
that can be done regarding safety issues. Bicycle safety instruction should be available on campus."

Earth Day
From page 1

toiAlitflyttiT
lo% off

Any Entree

Specials:
Won Ton Rice Stick
Soup
Won Ton Noodle Soup

Combination Crispy
Fried Noodles
Chow Fun

NEW TUNG KEE

NOODLE
HOUSE

262 East Santa Clara St.
289-8688
from 8:00 AM to 8:00 PM

1(0iN 7 DAIS A
Exp 4-30-94

Apply now. Deadline 5/3
Join

the Associated Students Program Board
and bring concerts, speakers, performing arts,
film, video, and other exciting events to SJSU!

jobs available
All positions available
for Fall semester
Executive Director
Forums
Marketing
Publicity
Campus Organizations Prog.
Film 8. Video
Performing Arts
Multicultural Events
Concerts

down in price about 50 percent
from the fees their managers
wanted.
The Environmental Resource
Center has been planning for
Earth Day ’94 since November.
Cole said most other Bay Area
Earth Day celebrations are
planned only a month in
advance of the events.
Cole said that so few people
volunteered to help with this
year’s event that members of the
ERC resorted to randomly going
to classes to solicit help. Efforts
paid off in the end.
"You see a lot of apathy on
campus. It’s been very heartening to see people come out and
get involved," she said.
Planning for Earth Day ’94
was especially challenging
because of the bureaucracy
involved with getting funds
through Associated Students,
she said. A.S. appropriated
$6,500 for this years Earth Day,
but that was only half of what
the ERC said was necessary to

hold the event the way they had
it planned.
A.S. was not willing to lend
them the remainder of the
funds on the promise that ERC
would pay it back from this
year’s profits. Cole said she and
the ERC have learned a lot from
planning this year’s celebration.
"Next year when things go
wrong we’ll be prepared. Now
we know what not to get so
worked up about," she said.
The theme for this year’s
Earth Day is the similarities
between humans and the earth.
Many ideas echo the sentiments that inspired the beginning of Earth Day 24 years ago,
she said.
’There is an interconnection
between being healthy and
the planet being healthy.
We have to take responsibility
every day for this. There are
things you can do that are
You
painless like recycling.
can’t make something else
healthy unless you are healthy
this includes the
yourself
planet," she said.

SPARTAN DAILY

Trading life insurance
policies of terminally ill
gaining popularity
LOS ANGELES (AP)
Almost monthly, AIDS patient
Clemente Castro gets a checkup call from a group of investors
who are destined to receive up
to $150,000 from the terminally
ill man.
The catch: They don’t get it
until Castro dies.
"They try to be as roundabout as possible,* the 34-yearold Castro said, "but they are
checking to see if I’ve croaked.
... My partner would get a little
sarcastic and say, ’No he hasn’t
croaked yet,’ and hang up."
Enter the morbid world of
viatica] settlements otherwise
known as "death futures"
where the terminally ill sign over
their life insurance policies at a
cut rate to investors who receive
the proceeds when the patient
dies.
The business of viatication
from the Latin word viaticum,
referring to the Eucharist given
to a dying person has grown
in the last five years from several
companies to more than 50
firms competing in a $300 million industry
The thought of trading on
another person’s mortality may
strike some as grotesque and
unseemly. But viatica] investors
see their service as more lifeaffirming than vulture-like. They
say they deliver something the
terminally ill need: Money to
spend while they are still around
to enjoy it.
And it’s only fair, they say, that
investors get some compensation for putting up their money.
"Funeral directors charge you
money, ministers charge you
money, doctors charge you
money. There is no such thing
as a free lunch. Everybody pays,
even in death," said Rob
Haynie, client services director

lot the Medical Esc row Society,
a viatical broker in San Francisco.
It is difficult to gauge just how
lucrative the viatical industry is,
since most death futures are privately held and many are so new
that their first set of policies has
yet to yield dividends.
Like any investment, there is
risk: a medical cure could be
found, investors might be sued,
interest rates on borrowed
money could eat away at eventual profits. And, of course, there’s
the risk of simply being too bullish about how quickly a policyholder will die.
Four years ago, when Castro
seemed not long for this world,
he was paid $97,500 up front for
his $150,000 policy. Despite having almost no white blood cells
left, Castro is holding on, and
the investors are still waiting for
their return.
"It used to be that when
someone was diagnosed with
AIDS, they were gone in a year,"
said Bob Banchich, national
marketing director for Living
Benefits, one of two viaticals
owned by the publicly held
CAPX Corp. "Now, it’s more of
a crapshoot."
But Living Benefits and other
viaticals treat life expectancy as a
science. Several doctors review
medical records from potential
clients and advise the companies on the likely date of death.
Living Benefits stays away
from anyone with more than
two years to live. Other companies will accept life expectancies
of up to four years.
Of the 1,000 policies Living
Benefits has bought since 1988,
20 percent have lived past the
two-year cutoff. In only 1 percent of the cases have they been
off by more than a year.

Peeking at Peruvian pottery

Past shows
Primus
U2
Sinbad
Strunz & Farah
Gerald Rivera
Upcoming shows
Annual Fountain Blues 4/24
Edward James Olmos 5/3
Karen Finley 5/19

42:11) an application in our office, Rm 350 Student Union.
for more information call 924-6339
odr.
funded by the associated students

1171.

San Carlos
Downtown San Jose

OPEN TIL MIDNIGHT

ON sTATHAMSPARTAN I Alt

NEXT TO CAMPUS!

GREAT BEER PRICES!
BUD LIGHTMILLER AMBER ALE
MILLER HIGH LIFE. SAMUEL ADAMS
16 oz $1 00 to $2 50
PITCHERS $3 50 to $5 75
OR

3 51. 2

EXPIRES 42894fr5

delive

offC
111inEyD

280-0707

BUY ONE SLICE GET ONE

FREE!
Second slice must be of equal or lesser value
EXPIRES. 4-28-94

*Limit one per coupon

Prescilla Zurcher, an anthropology/behavioral science major, views
a selection of pottery for sale outside the Student Union Monday. The

handmade pottery carved like wood was imported from Indonesia and
Peru by Mark Fitzpatrick of the Mobile Pottery Museum.

School’s T. B. outbreak ’preventable’
WESTMINSTER, Calif. (AP)
The largest school -based outbreak of drug-resistant tuberculosis in the nation’s history
"could have been prevented," a
federal investigation concluded.
The report by the Centers for
Disease Control, presented Monday at an agency conference on
epidemics in Atlanta, traced the
investigation of the 1993 outbreak at La Quin ta High School
in this Orange County city.
Thirteen students came down
with potentially deadly, drugresistant tuberculosis and 292
others were infected with the
tuberculosis bacteria

The CDC report said the outbreak could have been prevented if private doctors had told
county health officials when they
initially diagnosed a 16-year-old
girl who was a student at La
It also said the doctors failed
to adequately treat the girl or to
make sure she was taking medicine.
The report said the girl may
have been contagious for 30
months before she was removed
from the school and she had a
persistent cough for 13 months
before she was diagnosed.
Even after the girl’s doctor

learned she had the disease, the
school was not informed for four
months. The CDC said the
school was advised when the laboratory that did the tests reported her diagnosis, as required by
law.
Federal officials said the outbreak emphasizes the need to
strengthen the battle against the
disease, which is expenencing a
resurgence because of immigration from countries where tuberculosis is common. Many students at La Quinta are Vietnamese immigrants.
A decade ago, tuberculosis
had been virtually eliminated in

the United States.
Orange County health officials responded to the report by
asking for $1.5 million a year to
increase tuberculosis prevention
and investigation. The Board of
Supervisors is scheduled to consider the proposal next week.
Dr. Hugh Stallworth, Orange
County’s public health officer,
said he wants to add 33 positions
to a 70-member staff assigned to
tuberculosis. He said the
increased staffing would allow
the county to skin -test all students new to the county and
screen all new inmates in
Orange County jails.
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World Events

U.S. company
to launch. new
Euro satellite
laPARIS (AP) - Eutelsat, the
European telecommunications company that lost
one of its satellites in an Ariane
crash, said Tuesday it is negotiating with General Dynamics to
launch its Hot Bird Plus.
The U.S. company was chosen because the European
Space Agency had fully booked
its Ariane missile launches
through August 1996, when the
telecommunications firm wants
to put its satellite in orbit, a
Eutelsat spokeswoman said.
"Eutelsat must act in a very
competitive market," she said,
citing
plans by
Societe
Europeene de Satellite to
launch three Astra satellites
between 1994 and 1996.
The spokeswoman, speaking
on customary anonymity, insisted Eutelsat "has not changed"
its policy toward Mane despite
the Jan. 24 crash that destroyed
the Eutelsat II-F5 and a Turkish
satellite.
Eutelsat has already hired the
Atlas-II of General Dynamics to
launch a satellite in December
1991, the spokeswoman noted.

EgJERUSALEM (AP) Secret service agents and
soldiers arrested more
than 400 Arabs and seized
automatic
predawn

Vietnam sees export gains from trade fair for U.S. firms
HANOI, Vietnam (AP) Vietnam hopes its first
trade fair for American
companies, opening Thursday,
will eventually lead to bigger
sales for Vietnamese exporters to
the United States, an exhibition
organizer said Tuesday.
More than 50 American firms

keen to sell their products and
services in Vietnam are participating in the four-day show
billed as Vietnamerica Expo ’94.
Among the familiar brand
names crowded into a Hanoi
exhibition hall are Pepsi, IBM,
Kraft and General Electric.
The trade fair comes less than

three months after the United
States removed its 19-year commercial embargo against Vietnam on Feb. 3. American businesses are now free to compete
with those of Europe and Asia
that have had a head start in this
promising market of 72 million
people.

GET PAID& HAVE FUN in the sun.
YMCA needs enthusiastic camp
leaders to work with youth in
Interested in creative thought? South SJ. June 20- Sept 3. MonSPILLED INK, an independent Fri., 40 hrs/win. 5170-5240. wk.
creative writing magazine Is Call 226-9622 for more info.
selling its latest isssue. Call
Terence 924-5972 or 295-4937. SALES -STOCKBROKER TRAINEE
P.O. Box 8362, Si, CA 95155.
opprty. for hardworking enthusiastic
college grads. Excellent training.
TELEPHONE BILLS TOO HIGH? Send resume: WRC, P.O. Box
Are you tired of feeling broke after 6400, San Mateo, CA 94403.
paying your bills? SAVINGS OF
CONSUMER RESOURCES offers CLERK MATERIAL DISTRIBUTION
students discounted longclistance San Jose Medical Center, a hospital
service. Easily cut your telephone facility of the Health Dimensions
costs by more than 30% & save system is seeking an individual to
money. Send $5.00 & SASE for work full time days 7:00-3:30pm
info packet & start saving now: temporary 2-3 month assignment.
Savings Of Consumer Resources Salary will range from $10.75
(S.O.C.R.) P.O. ear 21345, San Jose, 51200/hr. Minimum qualifications
CA 95151.
include: valid California drivers
license, one year store clerk or
100% PURE ADRENAUNE 111111 equivalent and some knowledge
Experience the thrill of free falling of general and medical supplies is
from 10,000 feet at the Bay Area’s desired. Responsibilities include:
only skydiving center. Come join us restock shelves, exchange supply
for a tandem jump and enjoy your carts daily, inventory & replenish
first skydive with only 45 minutes supplies, assemble and deliver
of training. For the true thrill seek- orders for supplies, and transport
er, try an accelerated freefall stock from receiving area to stock
course and find yourself on the area. Please send resume to
fastest road to becoming a Health Dimensions Incorporated,
certified skydiver. starting with a six Human Resources Dept. 532
hour class and a mile long freefall Race ST., San Jose, CA 95126.
the same day. Videos of your jump
also available. Owned and operat- CPA CANDIDATES Accounting
ed by SJSU students and grads. firm offers 12 hours per week
For more info call (510)634-7575. during school. Will train. Fr/So
status only. Good language.
371-7445. 8 -10 am only.
NEW SRJDENT DENTAL PLAN:
Office visits and x-rays no charge.
SAVE MONEY and your teeth.
RECEPTIONIST P/T; 10-3pm
Enroll nowl
(flexible). 35 wpm. Excl. customer
skills a MUST Flexible- willing to
For brochure see A.S. Office or
expand duties, variety of tasks.
call (800)655.3225.
Benefits. 57/hr. Call Carole
THIMI Amour IT. YOU AS A MARIE 408-492-1680.
Officer! Leading, learning,
supervising. Paid summer ACCOUNTING STUDENT Part
training. Participate with out time to assist CPA with ongoing
obligation. Over 25 career paths. project in Fremont. General
If you want to know more, call office knowledge helpful.
(510) 256-7930.
1-800-PLC-USMC.
ACUFACTS, INC.
Security guards/patrol officers
Fulitime/Part-time. All shifts.
Apply Mon -Fri. 8am-6pm.
5550 Meridian Ave. San Jose.
(406) 2864880.

LOSE UP TO 15 POUNDS IN 15
days. 1C036nabral 100% igliralteel
For free color brochure call SUMMER CAMP JOBS!
Counselors, Specialists: arts,
1-800-672-0135.
nature, gymnastics. horseback
AMAZING THIGH CREAM. 10096 (Western, English, & Vaulting),
natural. For free color brochure, kitchen and RN/EMT for girls
camp In Santa Cruz Mountains.
call 1-800-672-0135.
Salary, room & board. Contact
GM Scouts of Santa Clara County
at 408467-4170. Day Camp
FOR SALE
positions in SJ also available.
SYNCHRONIZED ACTION SKIER. Positions include: Class II drivers.
Cross country exercise machine. assistant camp director &
Pro-Form Lifestyle 2000. With time, counselors.
speed & distance monitor. $40.
SECURITY- $7.00 TO $12.00 /10.
/ant cond. Like new. 227-1145.
Security / Control Center / EMT’s
Week!), Pay Checks.
Medical / Dental / Vacation Pay.
LOST & FOUND
Full-time or Part-time.
LOST W051018 WATCH ON 4/4, Stem Vt. tnew/Milpitas/SJ/S Clara
No experience Necessary.
near 7th Street garage. Gold
Day shift starts: 6, 7 or 8 am.
band, white face, Citizen. High
Swing shift starts: 3 Or 4 pm.
sentimental value. 363-8752.
Grave shift starts: 11 or 12 pin.
Apply: Barn- Spin, Mon. -Fri.
Vanguard Security Services
VOLUNTEERS
3212 Scott Blvd. Santa Clara.
DOYOU LOW BAINES &TODDLERS?
Non-profit Family Service Assoc. is SEEKING PART TIME C051PUIER
looking for daytime volunteers to & clerical clerk (some phone).
provide childcare for up to 4 hours Exper w/ WORD & EXCEL. Good
a week while their mothers attend w/es. 55.50/hr. Downtown SJ,
counseling sessions in da.sritann Call Theo 0947-2207.
San Jose. Tue. 10am - 3., Wed.
9ern -Neon., Thur. 5:30pm 8pm. SPARTAN SHOPS INC. Catering
Department is hiring. Catering
Call Child Watch at 288.6200.
assistants are needed for an
on -call basis. We have hours
BE A FRIEND!
available 7 days a week. 24 hours
Cerirs and friendly volunteers
a day. Wait experience helpful but
needed to help individuals
not essential. Come "PARTY with
with mental Illness become
us. Call Jay at 924-1753.
Independent! Flexible hours!
Training and support given.
MAILERS sled $7.00
SANDWICH
for
experience
Gain practical
per hr. Days till 3pm., Tue, Wed,
psychology, social work, 01,
at 848 N. First St.
Apply
Fri.
Thur,
nursing or related fields.
San Jose, between 2:003:00prn.
Call Teresa Jackson at
408/528.1288 or 408/287-2132!

weapons

in

a

sweep
Tuesday
against an Islamic fundamentalist group that terrified the
nation with suicide bomb
attacks on commuter buses.
Prime Minister Yitzhak
Rabin, who ordered the crackdown, hinted there could be
further moves if the attacks
persisted, and officials said
llamas political leaders could
be targeted next.
"We will fight those who
continue terror with all the
means that are available to us.
The only limitation is the limitations of the law," he said on
Israel TV
Rabin balanced his crackdown with gestures to Yasser
Arafat’s PLO. He confirmed
Israel would allow the return of
20,000 to 30,000 Palestinians,
most relatives of the PLO
police force, once agreement
with the PLO was reached.
Israel also allowed the
return Tuesday of six fugitives
from Arafat’s Fatah faction,
who crossed from Egypt into

the Gaza Strip.
"Their return is a sign that
the peace process is continuing
despite the obstacles," said
Sufian Abu Zayde, a PLO
spokesman.
PLO officials said the
roundup of Islamic activists,
the largest since Israel deported nearly 400 Palestinians to
Lebanon in December 1992,
was particularly
ill-timed
because it came while PLO
negotiators were seeking the
release of prisoners of all factions. About 3,500 Hamas
activists are among the 10,500
inmates Palestinians say are
held by Israel.
Palestine Liberation Organization officials said the sweep
was unlikely to force a suspension in Israel-PLO talks but
would undercut support for
the peace process.
"These arrests are certainly
not going to contribute in any
positive way. On the contrary,
they feed the skepticism and
the convictions people have
that this peace process is merely a reorganization of the occupation and won’t lead to real
peace," said Hanan Ashrawi, a
PLO spokeswoman.

Phone: 924-3277

WANTED
SUMMER POSITIONS: Roughing
It Cay Camp in SF East Bay is
NEED EXPERIENCED SOCCER hiring instructors for riding, swim,
player for women’s tearn. For more rowing, fishing, canoeing and
info. call Cynthia: 408/729.7137. group counselors. Exper/refs and
excellent driving record. Send
resume to P.O. Box 1266, Orinda
CA 94563. (510) 283-3795.
EMPLOYMENT

ANNOUNCEMENTS

MODELS, ACTORS, ACTRESSES.
Local agent seeks fresh talent.
Nationwide exposure possible
Call 249-9737 or FAX 249-1233.
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Israel arrests 400 Arabs

Classi fled
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products or
senaces advertised below nor Is
there any guarantee impaled. The
classified COMIT1118 of the Spartan
Daly consist of paid advertising
and offerings are not approved or
verified by the newspaper.
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DELIVERY EVES 54. Hourly + tips.
Many different restaurants. West
SJ area. Own car + ins. 369-9401.
SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS
Currently hiring for various full &
part- time teaching positions for
preschools & school-age programs
(extended day care). ECE units
required for both preschool &
school-age programs or elementary
education units may apply for
school-age programs only. Experience preferred. Substitute positions available, flexible schedule
does not interfere with your school
Of study time! Advancement opportunities available with our 20
schools located throughout the bay
area. Medical/Dental benefits
available for full-time employees.
Please call 408/257-7326 to
discuss your interest & availability.
COUNSELOR/SKILLS TRAINER to
work with DD adults. 6 mo exp.
$6./hour. Fremont 510226-0505.
TEACHERS Pre-school/elem
childcare, min. 6 ece units req.
South Valley Family YMCA now
accepting applications for creative
energetic staff to join our team.
Also need assistant director. Call
266.9622 now.
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT.
Earnibto 88.000. in two months.
Room & board! Transportation!
Male/Female. No experience
necessary! (206) 545-4155 ext.
A6041.
POSTAL JOBS AVAILABLE!
Many positions. Great benefits.
Call 1-800-436-4365 ext. R3310.
CRUISE SHIPS HIRING Eam up
to 52,000+/mo. on Cruise Ships
or Land-Tour companies. Summer
& full-time employment available.
No experience necessary. Call
1-206-634-0468 ext. C6041.
11750/WK. ALASKA FISHERIES
this summer. Maritime Services
1-20414604219.
AA CRUISE 8 TRAVEL Employment
Guide. Earn big
+ travel the
world free! (Caribbean, Europe.
Hawaii, Asial) Hurry, busy spring &
summer seasons approaching.
Free student travel club membership! Cal (919)929.4398 ed. C181.
ALASKA FISHERIES Summer
employment. Earn up to $15,000.
this summer in canneries, processors, etc. Male/female. No exp.
necessary. Room/board/travel
often provided! Guaranteed success! (919) 9294398 ext. A181
FEMALES MODELS for Silicon
Valley posters/postcards. Contact
be Anthony 0 Silicon Valley
Scenes (408) 247-8779.
EARN GREAT IRONER
Environmental company
expanding in the Bay Area
seeks motivated individuals with
good people skills. PT/FT.
Training provided.
4OF
’-1442.
RUN YOUR OWN BUSINESS this
summer! Summer management
internships available with
Student Works Painting.
For info call 1.800295-9675

QPPORTUNITIES
S HOME BASED BUSINESS $
Home based businesses are
growing at an alarming rate.
Cash In on this money !waking
opportunity and get your share
of this multi -million dollar
a year legitimate industry.
"No gimmicks". Learn how you
can earn as much as $50,000.
within the next 3 months.
HURRY! Please send $5.00,
for an informational packet. to
L.1. Marketing, P.O. Box 10429
San Jose, CA 951570325.

CLERICAL / PACKAGING, Small
software co. Part-time, flex hrs,
close to campus. Good comm.
skills, computer knowledge. Prefer
freshman/soph. Call 298-0828.

RENT A SPACIOUS 1 BR. APT.
in landmark bldg. Huge windows,
miniblinds, new appliances
incl. D.W. & disposal, A/C.
Neutral carpet, intercom entry,
gated covered parking, laundry
room.Great views! 1 blk from
ROOMMATES
campus. 2 parsons OK Rent from
$640. Aspen Vintage Tower
MALE WANTED TO SHARE 2 bdrm. 297-4705.
2 bath apt. near Hamilton & 17.
Private room & bath. Pool, weight 3 BDRM/2 BA APT. 1 block to
room, covered parking. $435./mo. campus. 50% OFF for May, June
Paul 379-2909
and July. Clean. Quiet, Gated
garage. $500./month - summer
2 FEMALE ROOMMATES LOOKING only. References req. 289-1535.
for a third. 1 blk from campus.
Large 3 br./2 ba. Pool, AC, parking.
$310.00. Call Marty at 2796026.
SERVICES
WRITING HELP. Professional
editing, rewriting. proofing, ghostwriting. Letters, reports, books,
APARTMENT -7th 8 Reed. 2 br. essays, theses, articles, etc. For
1 ba. Free cable TV, parking. Mt more info please call Dave Bolick.
6/1 $650imo. lease 268-0439
510401-9554. VISA/MASTERCARD. FAX. Emergencies O.K.
BRAND NEW EVERYTHING!
Be the first to occupy these FREE SERVICES to currently
newly upgraded units. Studios, enrolled students. CAREER
one and two bedrooms from PLANNING AND PLACEMENT
5525. 1/2 block from SJSU. offers job listings, job search
Parking. Cable ready. Ask about assistance, job fairs, career
move in bonus. $400. dep. counseling, interest testing.
No pets. 55 South 6th St. career workshops, and career
408-292-5174.
/employer info. Register for the
24 hour job hotline. Visit BC13
1920’S 1 BDRM. APARTMENT. acall 924.6033 for details.
Unique! Parking, hardwood, yard.
Financially responsible, clean PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST
quiet & sober. Single occupancy. w/B.A. and 15 years experience
$575. + deposit. 551 S. 6th St. is now accepting students wishing
Mike 292-3239.
to excel at guitar or bass. All
levels and styles app iy: Beginning.
&SU BIKE TO SCHOOU 3 Bdrm. Intermediate, and advanced in
Orgalow 12 units Zi detached ink ri jazz, rock, fusion, blues, funk,
rear). large fenced yard. fruit trees. reggae and folk. Call Bill Ireton at
Only 2 miles from campus in safe, 408-2996124.
quiet neighborhood. Homeowner
neighbors. $1,103 ma 1 yr. lease. MEN & WOMEN BARE IT ALL!
287-6302. Evenings 998-5921. PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing or
2 Bedroom Apartment S750/ma. using chemicals. Let us permaSecurity type building
nently remove your unwanted hair.
Secure Parking
Back Chest - Lip- Bikini - Chin Close In
Tummy etc. Students & faculty
Modem Building
receive 15% discount. First appt.
Free Basic Cable service
1/2 price if made before June 30,
Laundry Room
1994. Hair Today Gone Tomorrow,
Village Apts. 576 S. 5th St. 621 E. Campbell Ave. *17,
(408) 295-6893.
Can)pOell 1408:379.3500.

Certain advertisements In
these columns may refer
the reader to specific
telephone numbers or
addresses for aditionsi
information. Classified
readers should be remind
ad that when maidng
these further contacts,
they should require complete Information before
sending money for goods
or services. In adittlon.
readers should carefully
Investigate time offering
employment
listings or coupons for
discount vacations or
merchandise.

RENTAL HOUSING

780 S. 11th STREET APTS. Large
2 bdrrn./2 ba. $745. - $795. /mo.
Responsive management. Walk or
ride bike to school. Very clean,
roomy & remodeled. Secured
entrance. Laundry facilities. Cable
TV. Ample parking. Call 288-9157.
WILLOW GARDEN APTS.
408.998-0300. Minutes from
San Jose State. Spacious 2
bdrm, apts. with 2 full baths.
Ideal for students and roommates. Swimming pool, saunas,
weight room & club house.
Quality living at a reasonable
rate, 1750 Stokes St.

LEGAL SERVICES
Criminal Defense
Drunk Driving
Theft Charges
Drug Charges
Personal Injury
Auto/Motorcycle injuries
Slip & Fall injuries
No fee if no recovery.
BEHZAD1 LAW OFRCES
111 N. Market St. a306.SanJose
Tel: 408971-3661.

ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC.
Unwanted hair removed forever.
Specialist. Confidential.
Your own probe or disposable.
335 S. Baywood Ave. San Jose.
247-7486.
AFFORDABLE
LEGAL
CLINIC
Attorneys & paralegals
Immigration
Divorce
Traffic Problems
Personal Injury
Bankruptcy
All Legal Matters
14081 286-8087
PROFESSIONAL BODY MASSAGE
Give yourself a healthy gift
you can afford. 1 hr session
$25.0011
Swedish or sports massage.
House calls also. Call Paul at
736.0929.

FAX: 924-3282

AUTO INSURANCE
Campus Insurance Service
Special Student Programs
Serving SJSU for 20 years
"Great Rates for Good Deniers"
"Good Rates for Non-Good Ortvers"
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
"Good Student" "Family Multkar"
CALL TODAY 2968270
FREE QUOTE
NO HASSLE
NO OBLIGATION
Also open Saturdays 9-2.

TRAVEL
REAL CHEAP TRAVEL!
Discount air tickets to Europe
and the Orient. Special London
summer fare- $498. R/T.
Buy now for the summer season.
Special student fares Call now!
DISCOUNT TRAVEL DESK
1-800-690-9030.
CATCH A JETI
Europe - $269.
New York $129.
Call for program description!
AIRHrTCH 01-800-397-1098.
WHERE DO YOU WANT TO GO?
Hawaii. Mexico. Europe?
Call for low air fares.
Great law prices for cruises too!
Make your vacation pans now.
Call Arlene 408-997-3647.

WORD PROCESSING

.1 HATE TO
TYPEI
If this got your attention, give yourself a break. Let me do it for you!
Pick up and delivery $1.00.
Resumes, term papers & theses.
APA format. $2.00 per double
spaced page / 5.00 minimum.
STUDENT MASSAGE! 23 year Cash only. Call Julie - 445-0707.
old offers healthy, full body
Physical Therapy Massage. HAYWARD4REMONTUNION CffY
Minorities encouraged too. Wordprocessing and typing:
Myself: Honest & nice appearance. All work accepted!! Reports
Page 552-0885 for callback Theses Proficient with APA.
MLA. and Turabian formats:
from Robert.
Quick & Speedy turnaround,
WP 5.1. Laser printer. Call me
50% DISCOUNT’
Permanent Cosmetics by Trish.
7 days a week 7 am to 10 pm.
Enhance your natural beauty!
Suzanne Scott 510/441-0504.
Eye Liner - Lips - Eyebrows.
Expires June 1st, 1994.
WORD PROCESSING / TYPING.
4084783500
West San Jose/Cupertino. ApA+
Hair Today Gone Tomorricky
’Term papers "Group projects
Campbell
Ave.
*17,
"Thesis "Letters Applications
621 E.
Campbell. CA 95008,
Fiesunes "Tape transcription. em
Nursing/Math/Science/English.
Laser printer. Days & evenings.
INSURANCE
7 days. SUZANNE, 446-5658.

$50.00 STUDENT DISCOUNT!
ASTORIA INSURANCE BROKERAGE
Auto. let Ski, Motorcycle,
Boat, Home miners Insurance.
"Alumni" serving "Students"
WRITING, RESEARCH, EDMNG.
...Talk to me,
help you.
all subjects. Versatile, expert DUI? Accidents? Suspended Uc?
service. Fast turnaround. Free FAX
Call me, (Don) 408247.3734.
delivery. 800.777-7901.
Open on Sat/Sun with apse. only!

PROFESSIONAL Word Processing.
Theses, term papers, group
projects, resumes, letters. etc
All formats, especially APA.
Experienced, dependable, quick
return. Transcriptions available.
Almaden / Branham area.
Call Linda (408) 264-4504.

20 MS PROFESSIONAL Evidence.
Typing & transcription for ALL your
needs including COLOR. Copying,
binding & FAX available. Pick up
& delivery. REASONABLE RATES.
Timeliness & satisfaction
guaranteed. Tutoring available
in some subjects. Contact Candi
at (408(369-8614.
HA’AVARDFREMONTUMON CITY
Wordprocessing and typing;
All work accepted!! Reports
Theses Proficient with APA,
MLA. and Turabian formats:
Quick & Speedy turnaround:
WP 5.1, Laser printer. Call me
7 days a week 7 am to 10 pm.
Suzanne Scott 510/441-0504.
EXPERIENCED Word Processor.
Retired secretary. Let me do
the typing!! Resumes, term
papers, theses. etc. Gnat
& undergraa. IBM Computer.
in
Laser printer. Fax
Nortary Public. Appointment
necessary. Call Anna at
972-4992.
CALL MARCIA 2864448
for Word Processing Services
Edit & Format Specialist for
Theses/Projects/Tern Papers.
APA Turablan MLA
Grammar. Punct. Phrasing
Tables. Graphs. & Charts.
Will also edit disks.
600 dpi Laser Printing
Resumes/Cover Letters
Internetionel Students Welcome
10 minutes from campus!
EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
Science aria English papers/
theses our specialty. Laser printing. Free spell check and storage.
APA, Turabian and other formats.
Resumes, editing, graphics
and other services available.
Masters, ’s word Processing.
Call Paul a V rir; -.a 408.251-0449

SCHOLARSHIP SERV.
8$ BILLIONS avaiiabie for your
all students qualify!
Free -essage (800) 666-GRAD.
CORPORATE SCHOLARSHIPS!!!
The private sector wants to fund
your education! Billions of $8 in
corporate financial aid goes
unclaimed each year. Why?
People don’t know where or how
to apply for it. Learn how to tap
into this valuable resource.
Call now: 408-2383747.
11$ MONEY FOR COLLEGE $8
8135 million unclaimed!
Scholarship matching
guaranteed! FREE informative
booklet) 24 hour recording!
Call now! Toll Free!
118001 434-6015 ext 1210.

DAILY CLASSIRED--ADVERTISING THAT WORKS!
Print your ad here.

Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.

HODOMFOOOD DOMEOEFF= EE -ME
DOEDMEDFOODELJOHEEDOFEDFEEEM
ODOOOMODOODEMOODEDDOMEEMEE
MEEDDEIDE=DOODEODOODEDEEM-EO
Ad Rates: 3-line
One
Day
3 lines
$5
4 lines
$6
51k,..
$7
6 lines
$8
$1 for each additional

minimum
Two Three
Days
Days
$7
$9
$8
$10
$11
$9
$10
$12
line

Four
Days
$11
$12
$13
$14

After the Ilith day, net. Increases by Si per day.
First line (25 spaces) set in bold for no extra charge
Up to 5 additional words available in bold fa 13 each

SEMESTER RATES’
3-9 lines: $70. 10-14 lines: $90.
15-19 lines: $110.

Please check ,/
one classification:

Five
Days
$13
$14
$15
$16
Send check a money order In
partan Dolly Classifieds
Sees Jose State University
San Jose. CA 98192-0149
Classified desk is located in Dwight Bente Hall, Room 209
MI Deadline 10 00 a m two weekdays before publication
Al! ads are prepaid III No refunds on cancelled ads
Rates (Or consecutive publications dates only
QUESTIONS? CALL (4011) 8244277

_Arrourcerrerts
_Events
_Campus CiJbs
_Greek Messages
_LoSt and Found
_VolunteerS
For Sale
_Autos For Sale
_Electronic Equip
_Wanted
_Ernpleyrrient
_Opportunities

Housirg
_Roommates
_Reai Estate
_Services
_Ride Share
_Insurance
_Entertanment
_Travel
_Tutoring
_Word Processing
_Scholarship Send
_Misceilaneous

8
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Two killed when helicopter
crashes near Nellis range

Following the paper recipe
LEFT: Kana Shibuya,
puts cooked palm
leaves into a blender
to make pulp for her
paper making class
Tuesday in the Art
building. The palm
leaves have to be
cooked in soda ash for
10 to 20 hours before
pulping to sufficiently
soften the fiber before
the paper making
process. Students use
the paper made in
class for a variety of
things including painting and face masking.

LAS VEGAS (AP) Two U.S.

Army

crew

members

killed

Monday

when

were
their

observation helicopter crashed

northwest of Mercury, Nev.
near the Nellis Air Force Base
Range.
The Army identified the
victims as Capt. Kenneth
Alan Sexton, 30, of Augusta,
Ga., and 1st Lt. Michael Alexan-

der Aguilar, 25, of Sumner,
Wash.
an
helicopter,
The
011-58 Kiowa, was from
Fort Rucker, Ala., and was
part of the 2nd Battalion,
229th Attack Helicopter Regiment.
The battalion is deployed
to Nellis to participate in Green
Flag training exercises.

EXCLUSIVELY FOR SJSU
STUDENTS & FACULTY!
Gregory M.
O’Connor, D.D.S.

BELOW: Shibuya puts
down the palm fibers
before she stows it
away to dry. It takes
24 hours before a
freshly
of
sheet
pressed paper dries
and can be used.

Family Dentistry
Private Practice
’SJSU Graduate, 1970,
BA Blochentlettg
the Spartan f oundation

of
242 La Pala Dr, San Jose
258-5054

Memi.,,

I Z.:
liiratVX:5

RIGHT: Shibuya lifts a
sheet of prepared
palm and kozo fiber
onto a window screen
after putting it through
a pulp scoop.
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FOUNTAIN BLUE C
LFESTIVALL)
Featuring...
Little Charlie and The Nightcats
Zakiya Hooker and Oza
The Smokey Wilson Blues Band
The Johnny Nocturne Band

Official says
he didn’t
know homes
were on fire
ALAMEDA. Calif. (AP) A
Pacific Gas & Electric Co. official
said he didn’t know until hours
after a pipeline valve failed that
the problem had sparked
dozens of fires throughout the
city.
At least 10 homes and businesses suffered serious damage
and another 22 had minor damage from the fires that began
just before midnight April 13.
No one was injured, but 11
families lost their homes.
Damage was estimated at $2
million.
A fire dispatcher told PG&E
the gas problem was affecting
the entire island but did not
mention the fires, the Oakland
Tribune reported Tuesday.
It was also unclear whether
other PG&E workers who
were not in the field knew of the
fires.
"Was there a breakdown in
communication? That’s what
we’re looking into," said PG&E
spokesman Paul Ward.
"We will leave no stone
unturned to see if we responded
correctly."
Jim Dunaway, PG&E’s Construction and Maintenance
manager, said crews didn’t
locate the faulty valve until 1:30
am. Thursday.
He ordered crews to shut
down the pipeline around 2
a.m. after discovering that gas
was flowing into homes at an
extremely high pressure. The
shut down took more than an
hour.
Dunaway said he first heard
about the fires at around 3 am.
from a news radio station.
However, at 12:51 am., Assistant Fire Chief Steve Jones told a
dispatcher to let PG&E know
that "this is turning into a possible fire situation."
According to the Tribune,
the dispatcher said the problem
is ’all over the main island," but
didn’t mention the fires.
PG&E officials have also said
that a safety system should have
closed down the pipeline after
the valve failed.
The gas surge forced some
pilot lights a foot-high and
ignited or burned appliances.

with Brenda Boykin

$5 OFF

The Howling Iguanas
W.H.A.T. Featuring: Wedemeyer, 1-1es, and Farczy
t

For First Time Client.
Only At

PUT YOUR VALUABLES
IN A SAFE PLACE.

-

1 2 Noon

Christin’s

Sunday. April 24th, 1994

Hair On The Go

Music

Arts 84 crafts, food, sun, and of course ...

41111=00
Helmets make riding more comfortable and fun. Not to mention safer. In a crash

Ex

1 Clarion’ Cilkcoustiv

P.
. Detach Face CD
.3 -Beam Laser
.88 Watts of Powe
.8x0s
NOW
ONL
Reg. $429
F Oc--_7_,Lgt-Dr
.1144Liggm

113)

clarion-

comic’

.AM/FM CD Detach Face
...ID Powers Award Winner
. 130 Watt, 4CH Amp
.8x0s, 1 Bit D/A
.Dual Color
NO
Reg $499
ONLY

WINCHESTER BLVD.
CAMPBELL, CA 95008
(408) 378-6322

Icocidbrdroscrici. LIKICKER.
JVC polk MBQUARTI
VIPERfi

biodtkedkisq3b.
. 15’ Subwoofer
.100 Watt Handling
.93dB IW/IM
.4 or 8 Ohm
.Fs 29 Hz Now
Reg. $169 ONLY

’,Gold RCA Inputs
w iligh Level In
. 11extet
NOW
ONLY
Reg. $99

Licliorr7.517//
2875 SO.

–
=dm 121

MOBILE MONITOR

JVO"ustie.
.50 Watt 2 CH Amp

wAM/FM Cassette w/ Changer cont.
.High Power
. Detachable Face
.Dolby
NOW
’Clock
Reg. $389 ONLY

gums
Tem
Ab
-7--t-.UJ
’I"

faiat7/77017/12 *

Get ready for Summer with these HOT BUYS!

a:44A

res 5/31/94

oar

Funded 1,,

OFFER ONLY GOOD WITH SJSU ID HURRY IN, QUANTITIES ARE LIMITED TO STOCK ON HAND

OUT*

(

riTF1171-1-171rTiri71
Ciii 024 M1264 ,q’iI li2I tor more informal.

* 10% OFF FOR SAN JOSE STATE STUDENTS!!!

SLO

,c1/41..zr Ec

(Adjacent to 5th St between San Fernando St, and sail

779-3442

without one, you are five times as likely to suffer a serious head injury it
than a helmeted rider. No matter how short your ride. wear a helmet. It’s
the best protection for your most valuable asset. MOTORCYCLE sum FOUNDATION

L_ANJSIINJG

Tower Lawn on SJSU Campus

10 E. First St.
Morgan Hill, CA

ticddkidrosgale
.Power Amp
.120 Watt @Ch Amp
.20 Ohm Stable
.0.05% THD
.Bridgable NOW
ONLY
Reg. $299

’79
I ACH

.6" x 9" Coaxuals
0.1mjection Mounted Cone
.100 Watts Handling
.Freq Res: 30-25Khz
.92dB IW/IM
NOW
Reg. $149 ONLY

Ocoustie.

.2-Way Active X-Over
.DC/DC Pwr. Supply
.Var. Freq.
. Hi -Level Input
NOW
ONLY
Reg. $99

Lic/AorrrhowLm/

LicliarrhorLid

835 W EL CAMINO REAL
MTN. VIEW, CA 94040
(415) 691-0181

307- 11TH STREET
OAKLAND, CA 94607
(510) 839-1992

AUTO ALARM

.2 Dual Button Remotes
.120dB Six Tone Siren
.Shock Sensor
’Valet
NOW
ONLY
Reg. $299

DA 2000
’Dual Remotes
.Shock Sensor
.120 dB Siren
.Panic
NOW
ONLY
Reg. $299

ALL STORES MON -SAT
9:30 AM f) 30 PM
.E.1110NAL
ciutcot

